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ABSTRACT
Research projects are usually given to students in order to broaden their horizons and expose them to experiences and ideas
beyond classrooms and textbooks. Research projects also help prepare students to conduct future advanced research work.
However, the absence of an easy-to-follow framework for conducting research often results in making this task a burden on
students rather than an exciting adventure. Accordingly, most research papers produced by students arc not more than copyand-paste low quality reports. There is a need for such framework, which recognizes research as a process that can be
planned, monitored, measured, corrected and improved. In this research paper we present such a framework which, if
followed would enable students to produce good quality research projects. It would also help students and instructors to
achieve the goals of conducting research projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

pursue independent study on their own (BurklcYoung 1997).

In many upper level classes, especially within the CIS, CS,
and MIS curricula, a research component might be part of
class requirements. In most cases the outcome of the
research project is a research paper developed to explore a
concept or idea selected by students from the class
materials. Accreditation authorities, such as the AACSB
International, insist on such requirement when granting
accreditation to schools. In fact, a growing movement,
which begun in the 1980's, proposes dual goals: teaching
writing within a discipline, as well as, promoting increased
learning of a discipline through writing, that is " learning
to write while writing to learn" (Rileigh 1993).

Under normal circumstances, these projects arc not
expected to produce any invention or breakthrough. They
arc rather used to compile a well-organized set of facts
and knowledge from existing literature beyond the
textbook and classroom boundaries.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Traditionally, writing a research paper is not a well-liked
idea to most students and is frequently countered by the
plaintive cry, "Oh no, not another paper!" (Rilcigh 1993).
One reason for that, among others, is the long-lived
persistence of some instructors to use multiple choice tests
in their classes. This practice produced over the years
generations of students who can point their fingers to the
right answer but cannot describe it, explain it, or write one
valid sentence about it. Another reason for students'
resistance to research projects is the absence of a guidance,
which provides answers to many intuitive questions and
issues such as: how do I conduct research? When should I
start? How much time do I need? How should I divide my
time? How can I put together all the different pieces of
facts and knowledge? How much is too much or too little?
How do I write 15 pages of good quality research paper')
What should the format of that paper be')

Research is defined as a serious, systematic activity, one
requiring hard work and perseverance (Walker 1997).
Research projects have become an ideal vehicle for the
learning process and considered vital in most classes
because they:

•

Broaden students' knowledge and expose them to
ideas and concepts beyond the classroom and
textbook.
Provide students with the skills and know-how they
need to conduct research in their future career life.
Allow students to break away from the fetters
imposed by the authority of the instructor in order to
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